
The C5C wire management system features

an exclusive mounting frame. This is

designed expressly for the C5C magazine to

ensure smooth, reliable installation. The

magazines are mounted onto the frame by

flexing the jumper guides upwards and

sliding the magazine into position where the

harpoon locks will engage with the magazine

slots.

Magazine removal is tool-less, simply

reverse the above operation.

The stainless steel mounting frames are 

available in standard lengths identified by the

number of mounting positions: 10, 20, 30 or 40.

Other features include

• elongated “T”-shaped mounting holes

which offer flexible mounting capability 

(standard version only)

• chamfered edges to minimize the risk of

injury and damage.

Two mounting frame designs are available

with variants for MDF and cabinet

applications.

C5X-MF
Mounting frames
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The information given herein, including drawings, illustrations and schematics which are intended for illustration purposes only, is believed to be reliable. However, TE Connectivity
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Mounting frame for cabinet applications Universal mounting frame

MDF & cabinet applications

Ordering information

Positions Storage space (mm) Length (mm) Product name TCPN

Universal mounting frames

MDF & cabinet applications

10 42 175 C5X-MF-42-10 C24450-000

20 42 350 C5X-MF-42-20 E46686-000

30 42 525 C5X-MF-42-30 E01660-000

40 42 700 C5X-MF-42-40 A64979-000

Mounting frames 

for cabinets applications

10 42 175 C5X-MF-42-10-CAB C25666-000
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